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ABSTRACT

Contemporary scientific media production requires a complex
socio-technical infrastructure we call the "Media Production
Pipeline" (MPP). Media professionals engage with researchers
along the MPP to disseminate science news to the lay public.
However, differing incentive structures and professional contexts frequently set researchers’ values and needs at odds with
those of media professionals, resulting in problematic or failed
interactions. We ask the research question: what pain points in
scientific media production afford opportunities for future HCI
innovation? We then present a grounded theory analysis of 24
interviews with researchers and media professionals, yielding
several key contributions. First, we describe two collaborative
domains in scientific media production between research advocates and media outlets. Second, we characterize discrete
technological gaps and pain points in both domains. Finally,
we discuss implications for design and propose solutions from
HCI areas like peer production, online communities, recommender systems, and online collaboration.
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H.5.m. Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g. HCI):
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INTRODUCTION

Original scientific proceedings are largely incomprehensible
to the general public, who rely primarily on mass media to
access lay-accessible translations of scientific knowledge [8].
However, set against international deficits in scientific literacy
[16, 19, 37, 50, 53], science news has historically comprised
only around 5% or less of newspaper coverage in the US and
UK [38]. In response to declining audiences and evolving
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information environments, Western mainstream media have
been forced to cut staff and reformulate profit models [8].
Furthermore, lay-accessible media sometimes contain serious
mistranslations of science in general [6, 30, 45], and of HCI
specifically [58], which may aggravate literacy problems.
Scientific media production is a complex system involving
myriads of stakeholders and multiple tiers of translation. Improving this system is necessary to increase scientific literacy,
but extremely difficult due to its complexity. Numerous prior
works in HCI have explored individual solutions for problems
related to media production, but a holistic understanding of the
design space is lacking. Therefore, this paper aims to provide
an overview of scientific media production and highlight how
different components within this system interact with each
other. To that end, we present a grounded theory analysis of
24 interviews with HCI researchers and media professionals,
seeking to answer the research question: What pain points
experienced by stakeholders in science media production
afford opportunities for research and innovation in HCI?
Based on participants’ descriptions of their professional values, roles, and challenges, we define the "Media Production
Pipeline" (MPP) as the socio-technical infrastructure that supports the comprehensible dissemination of scientific results
and rationale to the lay public. Our results describe two collaborative domains between: (1) researchers and Public Information Officers, who together function as "research advocates,"
and (2) research advocates and media outlets. In both domains,
we characterize pain points that result from challenging interactions with people or technology. Taking this higher level
view of the MPP generates a powerful perspective with new
insights for future work that could enable systematic change.
RELATED LITERATURE

The study of scientific literacy is a discipline unto itself, with
multiple definitions and measures of literacy. A 2016 report
by the US National Academies of Science, Engineering, and
Medicine states that representative samples of adults from
Western and Eastern countries perform similarly on simple
knowledge-based science quizzes, answering ~60% of questions correctly [53]. Yet percentages may drop when literacy
definitions include the ability to reason about scientific information as it relates to purchases, public policy, or culture
[50]. A 2016 NASA report states that while 52% of Amer-
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ican adults are "very interested" in STEM issues, only 28%
possess adequate scientific literacy to understand and discuss
scientific results [37]. A 2014 Eurobarometer indicates that
more than half of Europeans have studied and have a positive
affect towards science, although it reported no measures of
knowledge or reasoning abilities [16]. A 2010 Chinese survey
indicates that 14.67% of citizens possess "the necessary scientific knowledge" and that only 3.27% have "basic scientific
literacy" [19]. Yet communications scholars have also argued
that peoples’ explanations of phenomena result from conceptual, psychological, and linguistic factors derived from their
own experiences in the world rather than critical reasoning [5].
While factors like education level [37, 53] and psychology
[5] clearly affect scientific literacy, mass media (defined as
"all means of mass communication to reach a national and
international audience" including broadcast, print, and digital
media [58]) represent the public’s primary ongoing access
point to contemporary scientific knowledge [8]. Furthermore,
Web 2.0 (a term used to denote the "interactive use of the Internet" [8]) has dramatically impacted how lay consumers access
and contribute to scientific media. For instance, "ambient
journalism" on Twitter creates continual awareness systems
[27] that may be fraught with cascading misinformation [21]
and which form "alternative" information ecosystems [55].
Anyone (including researchers) can post or share blogs, comments, tweets, or updates about science that may or may not
be credible. However, even in ~20-35% of real science stories
by legitimate mainstream media, reporting errors may occur
[6, 30, 45]. We begin by drawing from prior work to situate
these misrepresentations as translational errors, which could
potentially be reduced.
Science Communication as Translation

Diffuse literature in HCI suggests that an act of translation
is required in participatory design or communication of design implications to industry practitioners [12, 43, 62]. It is
difficult for scientific HCI expertise to be transmitted to (and
used by) practitioners if there is not an effective translation
between both parties and a situated mutual understanding of
the translational act. Prior works from translation and journalism studies also suggest an analogous relationship between
scientific experts and the general public.
Journalists have traditionally acted as gatekeepers [52] and
translators who gather, reinterpret, contextualize, and edit
scientific knowledge [57]. Yet journalists act within a broader
systematic context. Ultimately, news story artifacts may result
from interactions between media production roles, audience
reception, and socio-historical context [13, 15]. Although
error rates in representations of science appear to be justified,
most journalists are not making errors out of laziness, though
they may be motivated by political or ideological agendas
[38]. We therefore refer to these errors as "mistranslations"
which might be improved through systematic or contextual
change. Just as HCI researchers stand to improve translation of
their work to technology designers, they also stand to improve
translation of their work to the general public. By aiming to
improve the quality of science translation in real news, this
paper complements the growing body of work on fake news.
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Misinformation and Fake News

Misinformation is a critical topic in contemporary political
discourse. A serious breach of fake news across social media
accompanied the 2016 US presidential election, with just over
half of fake news viewers believing the misinformation [1].
Web 2.0 mechanisms easily obviate journalistic gatekeeping by
allowing non-experts to disseminate misleading information,
e.g. in blogs or tweets, that can be deemed more credible than
traditional media [31, 32, 35], while many consumers may not
even be able to differentiate factual news stories from opinion
blogs on news sites [8].
In order to automatically detect fake news (i.e. fabricated
or manipulated stories, or hoaxes and satire [47, 60]), some
studies use machine learning and natural language processing techniques (e.g. [41, 44]). Others seek to automatically
identify problems like arguments lacking adequate evidence
[54] or headlines that don’t match article contents [11]. Some
analyses explore problems like information credibility [9, 39,
40, 55] and tracking or correcting errant information in social
networks [2, 21]. Recent work suggests that understanding
news production processes decreases endorsement of conspiracy theories [14]. Whereas prior work examines rumors or
illegitimate media, the present work seeks instead to identify
solution opportunities for enhancing collaborative mechanisms
that produce legitimate news. Yet a sizable body of HCI works
also examine individual components of news production.

HCI for Media Production

An emerging trend indicates that technology and data both play
significant roles in the production and distribution of news [24].
For example, Twitter is an important marketing and research
tool for journalists and news websites [27, 59]. Likewise,
various tools have been invented to improve the efficiency of
media production. Some works have explored how to help
journalists gather information about specific news events [7],
generate headlines using Natural Language Processing [56],
or use recommender systems to find stories to cover [42].
Others help journalists find appropriate people to comment on
news stories, such as experts or people within particular social
networks [3, 4, 18, 20, 25, 26, 36], or what journalists refer to
as ’real people’ (lay citizen stakeholders in news stories) [22].
However, prior research often examines discrete production
problems rather than systemic structure from the perspective
of a single media stakeholder group. Furthermore, prior work
has not focused on science communications, in which context the lack of opposing perspectives from scientific experts
is a critical research gap. Vines et al. describe problematic
representations of HCI in the news, however they offer cautionary warnings rather than design implications [58]. Brossard
suggests that science communications could better leverage
the online revolution for greater public engagement [8], yet a
holistic understanding of the design space for new tools in scientific media production is currently lacking. We aim to close
this gap by providing a high-level overview of contemporary
scientific media production processes, showing how different
nodes interact, and suggesting design opportunities in HCI.
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METHODS

This study employs a grounded theory approach [10] to understand the nuanced design space that exists in scientific
media production. We conducted semi-structured interviews
[49] with a professionally and internationally diverse group of
stakeholders along the MPP. In this section, we describe our
recruitment, interview protocol, and analysis techniques.
Recruitment and Interview Protocol

We recruited 13 HCI researchers whose work has been covered in the mass media and 11 media professionals whose
work sometimes covers HCI. We began recruitment through
email and in-person interactions at the 2017 CHI conference
in Denver, CO, and utilized a snowball sampling technique
to elicit more participants until we reached data saturation.
All interviews took place in-person at the conference, or were
conducted by Skype or telephone afterward, by the first and
second authors. Two similar sets of prepared questions were
used to guide semi-structured interviews, which lasted an average of ~48 minutes. Participants were asked to provide general
descriptions of their experiences with or roles in the media,
as well as of specific coverage instances of HCI research. We
discussed workflows, tools, technologies, and asked about
"dream" tools that could be invented, gathering data on problematic practices/interactions/outcomes from all perspectives.
Participation was voluntary and uncompensated. Participants
included 14 males and 10 females based in the USA, UK, and
China, with professional experience ranging from several years
up to multiple decades.1 To protect anonymity, we did not
gather demographic information; see table 1 for recruitment
statistics. We use the following abbreviations throughout this
paper (parentheticals indicate numbers of participants):
• HCIR: HCI Researcher (13), including ten faculty, two
graduate students, and one industry researcher
• PIO: Public Information Officer (5) employed by an industrial research lab or academic institution with titles like
Communications Director, Media Relations Manager, or
Public Relations
• ED: Editorial Director at a global news service (1)
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Participant Type
Contacted
Recruitment
Completed
Process
Rate
USA
Geographical
UK
Base
China

HCIRs
23
13
56.5%
9
3
1

Other
13
6
46.2%
6
0
0

Journalists
21
5
23.8%
2
3
0

Table 1. Recruitment Statistics. "Rate" indicates percent of successfully
completed interviews; remainder declined or did not reply. "Other"
includes 5 Public Information Officers and an Editorial Director.

portions of the pre-submission manuscript containing their
quotes and allowed withdrawal of either entire quotes or specific contextual details (i.e. gendered pronouns, locations, etc.)
within and surrounding quotes. We did not allow quote editing.
This technique enabled participants to decide for themselves
about our inclusion of details or quotes that might potentially
enable readers to infer personal identities [34], without compromising the integrity of our data or analysis. No quotes or
details were withdrawn as a result of this protocol.
Analysis through Iterative Coding

We adopted Charmaz’ approach to grounded theory rather
than the approach described by Corbin and Strauss, so that
prior ideas and theory could be considered during analysis
[10]. Thus, inductive codes extracted from interview transcripts, “sensitizing” codes from related works, and iterated
codes from later-stage discussions guided analysis. According
to Charmaz, members of the research team first transcribed
all 24 interviews from ~19 hours of recorded audio. Next,
we open coded all transcripts (generating over 1,300 individual open codes). Through a series of immersive meetings,
all authors discussed and clustered codes, analyzed themes,
and iteratively developed a codebook containing 48 codes,
along 13 axial categories, 4 of which fell under the major
category of “mistranslations," and 9 of which fell under the
category of “production pain points" spanning two collaborative domains. Finally, to ensure consistent application of
codes, the first author recoded all transcripts. In this paper, we
present our analysis of “pain points," whereas our analysis of
“mistranslations" is currently a working paper.

• FJ: Freelance Journalist (2), one US- and one UK-based
• SR: Staff Reporter (3), full-time employees at a major US
newspaper, major UK-based science magazine, and a popular science media organization that publishes to Facebook.
Anonymization

This study faces a ‘small population’ challenge for obscuring
identity, since we report results back to the community being studied [48]. Since all participants are already publicly
known, they are not "vulnerable," thus we do not require an
extreme technique like "un-Googling" [51]. Using established
anonymization practices, we do not present demographic information or names, referring to participants instead by roles
concatenated with ID numbers [33, 34]. We sent participants
1 In order to avoid potential conflicts of interest, we did not recruit
members from our own research group.
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BACKGROUND ON MEDIA PRODUCTION

In this paper, we regard peer-reviewed science as original
material and explore how it is translated "from academese
into English" (PIO5) along the MPP (fig. 1), as defined in the
Introduction. Contemporary media production is a complex
combination of traditional journalistic and emergent Web 2.0enabled production mechanisms. We present five production
"nodes" through which content flows and can be modified.
Our results detail numerous interactions between these nodes
specifically, and with the Internet broadly. Node 1 is the research lab, where HCIRs produce original scientific research.
Node 2 includes communications departments in academia
or industry, where PIOs work to communicate notable milestones to internal and external audiences through websites,
blogs, print publications, events, and social media. PIOs
also translate scientific manuscripts into short "press releases"
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Figure 1. The Media Production Pipeline for Scientific Content. Arrows show possible routes for content flow. A: Medium/personal research blogs,
tweets, Facebook posts, YouTube videos. B: Social media posts, formal press releases. C: External news, re-shared via B. D: Press releases. E: News
articles/videos/photo decks, live broadcasts, podcasts. F: Content from other nodes, esp. trending news stories, replicated via E. G: Tweets, Facebook
posts, comments, re-reported via F->E. H: News items algorithmically curated by feeds or aggregators via Web 2.0 metrics, e.g. likes, shares, retweets.

(600-800 word stories) intended to engage media outlets [58].
Node 3 includes news services that aggregate and distribute
press releases (e.g. AlphaGalileo, EurekAlert!, Newswise,
PRnewswire) via websites and email digests. Some services
offer massive databases with contact information and search
tools to find journalists that cover particular beats (e.g. Cision,
Meltwater). News services facilitate the "embargo system", i.e.
if press releases or manuscripts are not yet publicly available,
PIOs and credentialed journalists can receive early access under an embargo, but cannot post stories until the embargo is
lifted [58]. Node 4 includes newsrooms, which are central
locations utilized by reporters, editors, and producers to select
news stories for their media outlets [61]. A huge variety of
media outlets (i.e. newspapers, magazines, TV, radio, social
media publishers, etc.) use hybrid offline/online newsrooms to
assign stories to journalists, who then translate them for specific audiences. Node 5, the general public, is ultimately the
target audience. Yet now, even lay citizens contribute content
to news stories through social media posts and comments [8].
The traditional MPP traversal occurs when HCIRs (Node 1)
work with PIOs (Node 2) to generate press releases; Vines
et al. describe this process in detail [58]. Next, PIOs post
press releases to news services (Node 3) which send them
to newsrooms (Node 4). Editors/journalists can use releases
to find stories. They then conduct independent reporting for
their outlet and make the story available to the public (Node
5). However, many pathways wind through the MPP, as we
discuss throughout this work. Most newsrooms rely on longstanding professional relationships with trusted sources at
Nodes 1 or 2 more than press releases alone [38], or else
they scour the Internet for intriguing stories, sometimes even
gathering content from friends and family. On the other other
hand, researchers frequently push scientific content online
independently of journalists [8]. In addition to updating personal websites and CVs, many HCIRs utilize social media
to disseminate results. These posts are primarily intended
for a professional audience of colleagues, but are accessible
by the public. To complicate matters, journalists may follow
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prominent HCIRs on social media, or else maintain professional relationships with them, hoping to scope out interesting
research well in advance of peer-reviewed publication. PIOs
routinely post stories to their organization’s public-facing websites and publications, or bypass news services to pitch stories
directly to editors or reporters. Thus, the MPP provides a
defined infrastructure for media production, yet supports many
non-linear pathways for scientific content flow.
RESULTS

There are two fundamental domains of collaboration in scientific media production. The first is between Nodes 1 and
2, when HCIRs interact with PIOs to share milestones, write
press releases, prepare for media, engage with media, and finally track coverage. Together, we refer to HCIRs and PIOs as
"research advocates" since they share a collaborative domain
as employees of the same organization. However, we cumulatively refer to many different organizations at Nodes 3 and 4 as
"media outlets." The second collaborative domain is between
research advocates and media outlets; these interactions are
often more challenging because stakeholders have different
employers, resources, timelines, and biases. Nonetheless, research advocates and media outlets must overcome tensions to
collaborate against rapid production timelines towards shared
goals of story identification, communication of methods, provision of expertise, and multimedia production (see fig. 2).
During selective coding, we identified over 30 discrete pain
points in both collaborative domains, not all of which are relevant to this paper. Throughout Results, we present boldfaced
pain points for which we believe technological innovation
could ease frustration, increase efficiency, or improve output.
In the Discussion, we then present design implications.
1. Collaboration of HCIRs and PIOs (Research Advocates)

As employees of the same organization, HCIRs and PIOs collaborate as research advocates, although they have different
priorities. For some HCIRs, public scholarship represents
a core value, thus working with PIOs to disseminate their
work to lay audiences is a promising mechanism for enacting
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this value. Press coverage can also increase the visibility of
HCIRs’ work, leading to career growth and external collaborations. PIOs, on the other hand, primarily aim to raise their
organization’s profile, which can increase reputation, recruitment, and funding opportunities. Thus, PIOs communicate
and promote the most "newsworthy" [58] research at their organization. PIOs can work with handfuls, dozens, or hundreds
of researchers, depending on whether they manage department,
college, or university level teams. Due to the sheer volume of
relationships and publicity-related tasks they manage, keeping
up with research milestones is a non-trivial challenge.
1.1 Sharing Milestones

PIOs described three methods for keeping up with HCIRs.
First, they rely on HCIRs to conscientiously get in touch over
email or in-person when they have important accomplishments.
Yet this practice immediately yields to self-selection bias:
"Some faculty will stop in my office and tell me about
stuff. I wish more would. Some faculty just don’t like
their accomplishments being talked about. And we have
some faculty who like their accomplishments talked about
a lot. We’re like, yea we don’t need to do another one
about you guys. This isn’t your personal homepage. It’s
the department page." (PIO3)
Second, some journals send notifications to PIOs when researchers at their organization have accepted papers. Third,
PIOs occasionally skim conference proceedings where their
researchers are likely to submit. These latter options, however,
occur at a late stage and are easier to miss. In some cases, PIOs
never hear about important work. Alternatively, if journalists
somehow find the work and do a story, a PIO might first read
about it in the popular press, which bypasses their ability to
help present the work effectively. For example:
"The disappointment is that we probably could have done
more with that, and sometimes we don’t have the story
on our website. ... Just like the journalists want to be
timely, we want to be timely, so that we can give it a push
and have it on our website so that it lives, going forward,
whether for future media inquiries, or just opportunities
for the researcher for their work to be known more widely
than the week it is released." (PIO2)
Three PIOs discussed problems related to tracking publications
by their researchers. Thus, there exists a gap for helping
HCIRs and PIOs easily share milestones. Once PIOs have
learned about a given newsworthy milestone, however, PIOs
work with HCIRs to write press releases.
1.2 Writing the Press Release

Participants’ accounts of working on press releases echoed the
detailed description presented in [58]. Briefly, PIOs sometimes
write stories or press releases directly from the paper and then
email author(s) to request quotes. More often, PIOs complete
in-depth interviews with author(s) until they understand the
research well enough to describe it correctly. Yet PIOs must
also distill away enough detail to make the work instantly
eye-grabbing and comprehensible to the lay person. "I feel
like I’m, excuse my language, but dumbing it down one level.
[Journalists] sometimes need to dumb it down two levels."
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Figure 2. Interactions between Collaborative Domains in Scientific Media Production. Top: Block arrows show tasks shared by research advocates from the same organization. Bottom: Shaded boxes show objectives of research advocates and media outlets from diverse organizations.
Shared goals are the abstract resolution of tensions between objectives.

(PIO4) To ensure accuracy, PIOs routinely send press releases
to HCIRs for feedback and approval prior to publishing them.
All HCIRs and PIOs indicated that they exercise caution and
self-constraint while writing a release. Yet several stated that
they became too familiar with it and thus did not recognize
how their own writing might be interpreted by outsiders, e.g.:
"We reflected on how we unwittingly misrepresented the
research ourselves in how we created our first press release. I don’t think we felt we were doing this at the time,
but looking back in hindsight, we probably put quite an
overly positive spin on the potential of the technology
based upon some preliminary insights." (HCIR6)
Furthermore, press releases must not only be accurate and
unlikely to be misinterpreted, they must also be engaging.
Several media participants described how the only way they
write headlines is through intuition and casual discussion, e.g.:
"Some of what I do is very unscientific. I walk around
with some headline possibilities and just ask some colleagues, what do you think of this one? Does this one
grab ya? ... I don’t have another way to do it right now
other than asking fellow pros, or people who know nothing, which is sometimes the most helpful because they’re
not already a priori interested." (PIO5)
While writing press releases is a well-established procedure,
our data confirm prior work stating that media professionals
lack a complete understanding of their audience [38], thus
another gap is that participants struggle to understand how
releases might be interpreted by uninformed outsiders.
Time-permitting, PIOs might also provide media training.
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1.3 Preparing for Media

At many organizations, PIOs coordinate media trainings, including everything from informal chats to structured events.
These trainings provide useful and personalized mentoring.
"Just the process of sitting down and talking with me, and
trying to explain to me, who is outside the field, is helpful.
Seeing the release is helpful to the researcher. And then
in turn, later talking about it with either media or others,
it gives them practice in how to present it to the public in
a way that is palatable or understandable." (PIO5)
However, trainings are not always completed prior to major
coverage events, especially with junior researchers. Three
HCIRs discussed how their largest instance of media coverage
to date occurred during their early career.
"I’m awful for mind blanking and stuff like that, so I don’t
really do very well. I definitely didn’t feel prepared [as
a grad student]. ... I feel like I have a little bit more
authority to talk about certain things now, after I’ve gone
through my PhD." (HCIR11)
"It was, for that university, the news of the year. Obviously, working with the press officer, like, oh my god,
we’ve got all these requests, and they put us in the radio
studio for a couple of hours, and they were like, these
people are going to call in, you just sit down and you do
radio interviews. It’s almost like, this is such a great opportunity for the university, I felt, this is what we needed
to do, and I wasn’t prepped for it properly." (HCIR1)
This concept was echoed by a current grad student:
"[Reporters] ask questions that researchers don’t ask. ...
They take me a little bit off guard, and I’m hoping that as
I do this more, I’ll get a better handle." (HCIR4)
Media trainings with PIOs are important educational experiences, yet PIOs are pressed for time and do not always have an opportunity to provide trainings prior to
press engagements, and there is no technological solution
presently available on demand.
1.4 Engaging with Media

If a press release successfully engages the media, HCIRs must
respond rapidly, whether or not they feel adequately prepared.
However, media engagement involves collaboration between
research advocates and media outlets, and thus comprises the
second collaborative domain which we describe in the second
section of Results. Thus, we move on to a final challenge for
research advocates, i.e. keeping track of press coverage.
1.5 Tracking Coverage

Press coverage can range from a single article on a local newspaper or tech blog to an international media frenzy. Regardless
of breadth, PIOs and HCIRs share the challenge of tracking
coverage instances and deciding when (or if) to attempt corrections. One HCIR described a strategy of not following the
press coverage because, "You become a caricature of yourself.
... You don’t want [press coverage] to reflect on your feelings
about yourself, because it’s not real." (HCIR8) More often,
however, HCIRs described haphazardly following coverage on
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their own. For example, "I suddenly remembered two months
later that I’d done this [interview], and so I Googled the reporter’s name and my name and was like, oh, there it was
published two months ago." (HCIR2)
Furthermore, even when explicitly requested, media outlets do
not necessarily send links to the final article, video, or audio:
"Even though it was the [media organization], and [they]
archive everything online, I think because it was just a local TV show, we couldn’t actually pin down the segments
we recorded. And even though we asked [them] to send
us copies, they never did. So we never got access to these
things, and there’s always a weird uncertainty." (HCIR6)
PIOs felt that available tools do provide a general sense of
coverage. Yet they also described specific gaps:
"Meltwater and Google Alerts are not looking at the
amount of coverage on Facebook, for example. We’re
finding that certain publications will just go ahead and
create a video that they’ll put on Facebook. ... If I’m not
following [them], I never see it, unless I go back to the
reporter and say, hey, did you guys ever post it?" (PIO2)
"If there’s not a written web component, finding the
broadcast instance is hard. There are services that do
that. They’re extremely expensive and they’re not very
good. Sometimes I wish there were a better way of putting
it all together." (PIO5)
Finally, whereas understanding coverage becomes increasingly difficult the bigger a story gets, correcting problems
rapidly becomes infeasible. For instance, "[My study] was so
widely covered that there were two or three thousand articles.
... I initially wanted to correct everybody that was covering
my work. After a while, you recognize, you just can’t, it’s
too much." (HCIR5) Thus, current technological options for
tracking news coverage do not sufficiently capture all media formats and instances, nor do they afford mechanisms
for dealing with errors.
In the next section of Results, we describe how research advocates engage with media outlets. Because these interactions
occur between organizations with differing goals, they are
more complex. While both parties share objectives related to
the production of individual stories, tensions can arise due to
opposing professional values or needs.
2. Collaboration of Research Advocates & Media Outlets

A huge diversity of organizations potentially fall into the category of "media outlets." As described in Methods, our participants capture a snapshot of the diversity in the modern
media landscape. We begin this section by describing critical
distinctions between these roles in greater detail.
News Services (e.g. AlphaGalileo, EurekAlert!, Newswise,
PRnewswire) perform an important function by collecting
press releases and posting them in a central online location,
yet they differ in key ways. Some employ teams to manually
vet every submission against quality criteria; others automatically post any release. Some post releases in chronological
order; others allow subscribers to pay fees to elevate releases
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in the ranking. Some allow all types of news; others focus
exclusively on science. Services also differ in national or international scope. News services quintessentially enable the
embargo system, which gives credentialed journalists early
access to pre-publication manuscripts, though they cannot
publish stories until the embargo is lifted. An ED said,
"Ultimately, [the embargo system] provides reporters
with time to come up with better, more accurate, and well
rounded coverage of a piece of scientific research. We
believe that this will ultimately lead to better coverage
of scientific research and will be beneficial to the public
who reads these stories." (ED)
Press releases contain single-sided narratives from the perspective of the organization that put them out. “[Journalists] use
the press release as a starting point. They use it as a way to
get an idea, and then they do their independent reporting."
(ED) Independent reporting includes gathering and synthesizing many perspectives, then translating the press release into a
multi-faceted news story that will engage a specific audience.
However, press releases are now only one of many possible
ways journalists find stories. Our data and prior work suggest that most press releases are perceived as "junk" [38] by
journalists. Instead, web technologies, e.g. social media, are
influencing how journalists find stories [8, 24, 28], which may
prioritize rapid replication of news stories from differing perspectives rather than cautious, time-consuming independent
reporting. Alternatively, media participants and prior work
[38] emphasized the importance of direct professional relationships with scientists or PIOs for access to the best stories
as they are developing, often before press releases are written.
SRs and FJs have significantly different roles. SRs are fulltime employees with extremely routine-driven workflows.
They juggle daily deadlines on breaking news, and longer
deadlines of weeks or months on features. They begin workdays by catching up on news that broke overnight, skimming
TweetDecks, email digests, RSS feeds, competing news sites,
tech or industry blogs, or even ArXiv. Next, many newsrooms
have daily morning meetings, using tools like Slack to pitch,
discuss, and assign the day’s stories to local and distributed
staff. Finally, SRs estimated writing/producing 1-8 stories/day,
while also keeping an eye out for breaking news to cover
immediately. By contrast, FJs have more freedom around
scheduling, workload, and story selection, generally writing
features and thought pieces rather than breaking news. Although any given day is fundamentally less structured, FJs still
race against strict deadlines, and they face challenges that SRs
do not, e.g. competition to get assignments, uncompensated
time for potentially lengthy editorial processes, and financial
instability. Yet both SRs and FJs share the quintessential challenge of picking stories (although they do so in very different
ways), whereas PIOs invest substantial energy pitching stories.
Thus, one key shared objective is identifying news stories.
2.1 Story Identification

For PIOs, a quick and dirty way to get coverage for less exciting stories is to simply post a release to a news service
and move on with their day. However, for journalists, the
sheer volume of releases posted on news services creates an
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"information overload" problem. SRs expressed the opinion
that most releases they skim on news services are boring or
irrelevant to their organization. They quickly judge stories
by headlines, and usually discard them. Furthermore, press
releases on news services are visible to all subscribing media outlets, which creates a paradoxical frustration for PIOs.
"Even with local media, they always want exclusives, at the
national level too, but yet they always want to cover what their
counterparts have covered. So you’re like, how do I balance
all that? There’s no rhyme or reason." (PIO4)
PIOs said that when they simply post to a news service, they
do get some (often mediocre) coverage, yet this act does not
independently result in excellent coverage by reputed newsrooms. Thus, PIOs proactively pitch stories by: (1) collating
lists of relevant reporters through memory of prior interactions,
or time-consuming research on journalist databases, search engines, and past email, and (2) carefully crafting individualized
emails that include direct links to the press release on a news
service, or copy/pasted portions of it. Three PIOs described
the substantial burden of pitching. For example,
"I individualize every single one of those emails because
a reporter from here and a reporter from here, if they get
any kind of inkling that it’s a mass email, it automatically
gets deleted. They want an individual pitch. That just
takes so much more time." (PIO4)
"The hardest part [of interacting with media] is, you
write a good pitch, at least you think its a good pitch, and
you send it to journalists, and the majority of them don’t
write back. They’re busy. They get a lot of pitches and
we know that they’re being bombarded." (PIO2)
Thus, journalists are inundated with possible stories by news
services, pitches, and social media. All three SRs expressed
difficulty with picking stories for their specific outlet:
"Number one, by far, [my biggest challenge] is sourcing
stories, finding unique stories. I think there are so many
different places to get stories from, that it can be difficult
to collate everything in one place." (SR2)
"There are always a lot of things I could be writing about,
but figuring out, ok, so how does this news relate to our
audience? That is what takes time on the front end of
the story. ... And then, partially because there’s such
an information overload, what do they call it, ‘analysis
paralysis,’ it’s like there are 6 things I could write about,
so which am I going to take the time to talk about?" (SR1)
"Sometimes you’re looking for stories and then, you don’t
feel like there is anything there. ... You don’t want to have
to lower the bar because you can’t find anything." (SR3)
Whereas SRs hash out assignments synchronously with colleagues, FJs (similarly to PIOs) expend considerable energy
on preliminary research, email pitches, and subsequent followups. In fact, the professional livelihood of FJs depends on
their ability to select and sell unique stories that newsrooms
cannot easily produce internally. For instance,
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"For any kind of mass press releases that have obviously
been very widely distributed, maybe through outlets like
EurekAlert! or AlphaGalileo, that basically means everyone can see them, so the chances are, someone else
has had the same idea. I have to be very particular and I
have to try to be efficient with my time." (FJ2)
Thus, FJs write features and thought pieces more often than
breaking news. One FJ explained that,
"Editors are stingy with assignments to freelancers. Esp.
with magazines, you may think this is a great idea, but
they’d say, we’re doing an article on that, or it’s too close
to something we’re doing. It’s hard to know what’s down
the road three months from now with a magazine. To me,
getting the assignment is the biggest challenge." (FJ1)
The other FJ said, "Most of the stuff I write about is through
finding something that captures my imagination," (FJ2) and
that most pitches are accepted due to longstanding relationships with editors, since "it comes down to experience and
knowing what to pitch and what not to pitch to whom." (FJ2)
Eventually, some combination of pitching and picking stories
will identify stories that make the cut, however current technologies available to PIOs and reporters result in information overload and substantial additional communication
tasks that often fail. Once a story is identified, understanding
the complexity of the science is a non-trivial challenge for media professionals, who may lack relevant scientific expertise.
2.2 Communicating Methods

Seven media professionals mentioned challenges related to
understanding methods. One PIO said, "The hardest part of my
job is understanding some of the research," (PIO2) whereas an
HCIR said, "It’s very hard to talk to journalists about research
methods." (HCIR10) When PIOs and journalists cover new
studies, they rely on researchers to explain their work, yet five
HCIRs described difficulty explaining methods:
"I had a hard time just communicating the research in
a way that science writer could digest and get out. So I
remember that the conversation itself was really difficult
because there were so many underlying pieces that had
to be explained." (HCIR8)
Despite difficult conversations, some journalists persist and
ask questions until they are certain they understand:
"I need to know as much as I can know to be able to tell
an unspecialized audience. That’s why I have to revisit a
point again and again, because it’s like trying to translate
that knowledge through, to get it out in a way that makes
sense to me." (SR3)
Yet not all journalists are so conscientious. For example,
"They don’t give you as much space to clarify the research,
because that’s the part that isn’t as interesting for the audience." (HCIR1) HCIRs described four difficulties related to
explaining methods: (1) their sheer complexity, (2) no time to
discuss them, (3) insufficient space in popular articles, and (4)
the public’s inability to understand them. Thus, with insufficient lay-accessible resources for understanding cutting-
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edge methods, HCIRs and media professionals both struggle to communicate them. A related problem for journalists
is figuring out who to talk to in the first place. "If you don’t understand the basics of the problem, then you can’t understand
who will be able to explain them to you." (SR1)
2.3 Provision of Expertise

Four journalists mentioned that finding experts who are trustworthy, appropriate for a given subject, and willing to provide
public comment, is a fundamental challenge. "If you’re on
deadline, and you need some particular specialist, that can be
really frustrating to figure out who to talk to."(SR1) Experts
vary in caliber and reputation, often disagreeing with each
other, which makes it difficult to discern what is "correct" or
how to balance perspectives. Furthermore, "You kinda have to
identify who the person is, see what kind of industrial ties he
has, or what conflicts of interests that person may have."(FJ1)
And,"You have to be careful not to go back to the same researchers too often, otherwise there’s this air of fatigue."(FJ2)
Conversely, three HCIRs described difficulty with commenting
as an expert on work or timely topics which they did not have
a hand in. HCIRs might experience tension because, "Mine
isn’t the only voice being heard, and sometimes I disagree
with those other voices." (HCIR10) On another level:
"With a paper, I know what I’m hoping to communicate.
With other things where I’m being called in as an expert,
I don’t always know. It can be harder to prepare. ... I get
really frustrated when they don’t give me enough information to actually tell them if I’m a fit, so it’s annoying
when I’m on the phone with them and I realize that I’m
just not the right person to be commenting on this. I feel
like I’m wasting their time, and I feel like, the more I
talk, the more risk there is that I’ll say something that’s
misleading or wrong." (HCIR12)
Therefore, existing practices and technologies for finding
experts are inefficient and do not necessarily ensure that
possible experts are either relevant or willing to comment.
Yet to create effective stories, journalists need more than expert
commentary–multimedia are key to effective stories.
2.4 Multimedia Production

Three PIOs mentioned how, "media need visuals," (PIO4) yet
generating high quality visual material by media deadlines
is challenging due to time and resource constraints. Scientists often do not have the time or knowledge to generate
lay-accessible imagery, infographics, videos, or aural syntheses of research topics. Several HCIRs described experiences
when press teams came to generate clips:
"We had a full week where we had just basically blocked
out a week of press stuff, and it really was actually quite
intense. ... [Media organization] came and did videos
and stuff, and that actually took the entire day to do like
a little clip of a video." (HCIR11)
"The press is very pushy, they want everything immediately, you have to give them all your time. I have that
vibe, where it’s like, oh we need all these high resolution
images yesterday. A film crew’s coming in, you should
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have had everything set up, and accommodate them, as
and when they see fit." (HCIR1)
When researchers do not have visual or audio materials prepared ahead of time, the experience of working with production teams at the last minute can be time-consuming or
unpleasant. However, another issue with multimedia production is that researchers do not have control over how sound
bites or video clips are synthesized into a story, or else they
cannot ensure that they will represent the research accurately
under the pressure of live recording. "I don’t do radio or
television because there is no editing after the fact, and I’m
not generally articulate enough to say what I meant the first
time." (HCIR10) Thus, multimedia are stressful to generate at the last minute, and researchers often do not often
have the technical means or time to produce high quality
multimedia ahead of press coverage.
2.5 Rapid Deadlines, Rapid Responses

Journalists need quick responses. Yet, "a lot of people are just
busy or they just, I do find they don’t respond timely." (FJ1) Or,
"Especially with academics, I’ll oftentimes get an email two
days later that’s like, oh yeah, I can speak to that next week,
and I’m like, I needed it two days ago, thank you." (SR1) With
unforgiving deadlines, "Sometimes a story just falls apart if
you can’t get anyone to comment on it." (FJ1)
Some PIOs try to post press releases when HCIRs have increased availability, e.g. avoiding travel dates or conference
deadlines. Nonetheless, seven HCIRs described challenges
related to unpredictable demands for their time, since media
requests can come in a deluge, dearth, or steady trickle. "It’s
hectic. ... Once a release goes out, we’re sort of reacting.
Sometimes we’ll get requests that come in to be interviewed,
other times we’ll just be waiting." (HCIR7)
Furthermore, participants described conflicting desires related
to collaborative interactions that must happen rapidly to meet
deadlines. For example, some HCIRs prefer that reporters
email questions rather than schedule calls. "Usually asynchronous is easier to pull off. Plus I can copy/paste them, because a lot of people might have the same questions." (HCIR7)
But journalists want unique quotes, and from their perspective,
"People are so boring and dreary by email. You don’t write
the way that you talk, so I never do interviews by email. A
lot of people want to do that, because then they can control
exactly what’s on the page. I don’t let them do that." (FJ2)
Many HCIRs also want to see drafts prior to publication, but
"most times, you don’t get to see the article before they publish
it." (HCIR2) Conversely, journalists do not send drafts because
researchers "don’t get how pressed for time we are, don’t get
what makes an interesting piece of science writing, and they
will come back to you and they will make it twice as long
and twice as boring. Then you get into this awkward conflict,
where you don’t want to upset them, but you just can’t go
there." (FJ2) Thus, rapid deadlines are draining on journalists
and challenging for HCIRs, who may prefer different interaction types. Current technologies do not afford communication mechanisms that ease tensions between journalists
and HCIRs during the short timeframes before deadlines.
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DISCUSSION

Results of our grounded theory analysis [10] denote two collaborative domains: the first between HCIRs and PIOs (i.e.
research advocates), and the second between research advocates and media outlets. Here, we offer implications for design
and future research in HCI across both domains.
1. Enhancing Collaboration with Research Advocates

In the first collaborative domain, research advocates share related goals as members of the same organization. PIOs must
manage many relationships, events, and press interactions to
raise their organization’s profile. Most HCIRs are covered in
the media infrequently, i.e. news coverage is not a primary incentive, although it may increase public awareness of research
and have significant career benefits. Thus, PIOs occasionally
work with HCIRs to share milestones, write press releases, prepare for media, and track coverage. PIOs have access to paid
news services that provide information about journalists. However, other than email, participants did not describe existing
technologies to support collaborative acts between research
advocates. Results indicate that collaborative pain points can
lead to missed opportunities for effective coverage, biased
coverage only towards researchers who seek it, uncertainty
about how press releases will be interpreted, inadequate media
preparation, and incomplete knowledge of coverage breadth
and quality. We suggest the following design implications for
new technology to enhance collaboration; numbers correspond
to subsection headers in Results:
1.1 Automated notifications for research milestones: Technology should make it easier for HCIRs to notify PIOs of milestones, and for PIOs to comprehensively assess milestones
occurring across their organization. This could be achieved
through simple UI prompts or features on submission platforms or organizational websites. 1.2 External feedback:
Technology should enable research advocates to understand
how uninformed outsiders might interpret press releases. Models based on crowdsourcing or online communities like Reddit
(which is now venturing into fact-checking) may offer promising mechanisms for discerning possible perceptions/receptions
of releases before they are sent to journalists or posted publicly. 1.3 Training resources: Technology should complement and assist PIOs with media training for researchers, possibly through online educational tools like massive online
open courses or online communities that allow researchers
to share experiences of press engagement and mentor each
other. Automatic templating tools or bots might also be helpful
for scaffolding public-facing language or practicing for press
engagement (see Quartz’ news bot [46] as a potential conversational model). 1.5 Tracking coverage patterns: Technology
should not only make it easier to see and understand coverage
instances across many platforms and media formats (esp. on
social media sites), but also to trace coverage patterns and
provide corrective feedback mechanisms for emergent errors.
2. Enhancing Collaboration with Media Outlets

In the second collaborative domain, tensions between research
advocates and media outlets can make it hard to collaborate
against rapid deadlines on story identification, communication
of methods, provision of expertise, and multimedia production.
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News services facilitate the embargo system, yet they also contribute to information overload and are not heavily utilized by
journalists, who rely more heavily on social media [24, 28]
and take professional pride in their curated relationships with
quality sources [38]. With production jobs being cut at many
media outlets [8], journalists must work under increasing pressure to write, produce, optimize, and publish numerous stories
to online platforms. However, HCIRs operate on different
timescales and incentive structures that do not often align with
journalists. Results indicate that this juxtaposition results in
numerous failed or strained communication attempts, insufficient lay resources on new scientific methods and expertise,
and frantic scrambles to produce multimedia. We suggest:
2.1 News service improvements: Future innovation should
make it easier to gauge the relevancy of releases (possibly via
recommender systems), or by reconceptualizing the system design for how, by whom, and when press releases are accessed,
possibly considering mechanisms that implement matchmaking algorithms, (temporarily) exclusive access through information marketplaces, or online networking functions. 2.2 Lay
resources on methods: Technologically mediated resources
should provide up-to-date and lay-accessible descriptions of
contemporary scientific methods, possibly via peer production.
For example, researchers could contribute to a StackOverflow-,
Quora-, or Wikipedia-like community specifically for emergent scientific methods, or contribute additional information
layers to online content via annotation (e.g. the model put
forth by hypothes.is [29]). 2.3 Contextualizing expertise
provision: Future tools for helping journalists get in touch
with relevant scientific experts should implement mechanisms
that convey relevance and trustworthiness of experts, potentially by exploring technical use of citation databases and
funding sources in a "sense-making" manner, so that journalists can understand who paid for research, where ideas fall
along the intellectual spectrum, and whom to contact for expert comment. Importantly, new tools should also make it
easier for experts to understand what type of information journalists need ahead of interviews. 2.4 Continual multimedia
generation: Technology should ease last minute production
stress by offering a simpler means of collecting and synthesizing visual and audio materials throughout the research process
rather than at the last minute. Crowdsourcing could be used to
produce compelling multimedia to share on social media or directly with media outlets. 2.5 Accommodating deadlines via
novel collaborative techniques: Technology should provide
new modes of interaction between researchers and journalists
that enable journalists to rapidly get required information, and
researchers to avoid repeatedly answering the same questions.
This might be achieved through tools for mediating interviews
with multiple attendees (e.g. virtual press conferences) or
aggregating journalists’ questions and allowing researchers to
record/distribute audio/video files to desired journalists.
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participants are from Western cultures. Despite attempts to
recruit more industry participants and participants from Eastern cultures, we did not receive many replies, possibly due
respectively to internal policies (re: increased concerns about
anonymity) or timezone and cultural differences. Furthermore,
this work focused on production of HCI-related scientific media. Although most parts of the presented MPP infrastructure
and design opportunities may be common across scientific
disciplines, different disciplines may face unique challenges.
Future work should investigate opportunities for other areas
and geographies in science communications.
Conclusion

In the modern Web 2.0 information environment, stories can
go viral in the blink of an eye regardless of their legitimacy.
Their authors are not only trained journalists, but also scientists, lay citizens, and powerful political and corporate interests, often pitted against each other in a battle for credibility.
With a crisis of faith in mainstream media well underway,
combined with an onslaught of science-decrying public figures spreading misinformation like wildfire, the institution
of science is at a critical juncture. Scientists must speak up,
and they must do so effectively if their voices are to be heard
through the chaotic information churn of Web 2.0.
This paper describes the MPP for producing scientific content
in Western media systems. As we have shown, much can be
done to enhance collaboration with media outlets, yet scientists’ willingness to engage is clearly a prerequisite–and a point
of opinionated contention. "Visible Scientists" [17, 23] who
operate prominently in the public sphere can potentially use
their influence to affect policy/public opinion. Yet researchers
risk reputations as "show boaters" who egotistically pander
to the media or sacrifice the quality of their work to focus on
career advancement through increased popularity [17]. Academics rely intensely on citations to demonstrate scientific
contributions, yet media engagement is of value to society and
requires real work. We believe there exists a middleground.
Technology can possibly reduce the time and effort required
of scientists to share newsworthy research responsibly with
the public, and perhaps even improve scientific literacy rates,
though it remains critical to consider how peoples’ "folk theories" [5] interact with reception of science news. We have
suggested implications such as automatic tracking of research
coverage in mass media, as well as expert contributions to credible and lay-accessible online resources–both of which yield
quantitative metrics. In order to truly bridge the gap between
science and society, the academy ought to not only study and
build new media tools and systems, but also formally expand
incentive structures to consider measures of public scholarship through high quality and impactful independent media
production or mainstream media engagement.
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